
 
 
                   Evolution of the immune systems in Metazoa 
 
                  Introduction to the systematics of Metazoa 
 
1)The selection pressures. Protein domains selected. 
2) Barriers, intrinsic and constitutive immunity 
3) The signalling pathways 
4) The conservation of cell lineages involved in immunity 
5)The origin of the antigen specific receptors of vertebrates 
6)The germline variabilty of antigen specific receptors 
7)The somatic generation of receptor diversity 
8)The selection problem and the origin of MHC, the thymus 
9)TCR, Ig loci in Gnathostome Vertebrates 
10)The immune responses across metazoa (origin of proliferative 
responses, memory) 



  Many different processes selected during evolution can make the number 
of receptors much larger than the number of genes that encode them 

Population level  
•  Polymorphism (receptors and effectors: lectins, C’ related, AMPs, srcr, Ig, TCR, 

MHC etc) 

Individual level 
•      Peptides  Combinatorial association of polypeptide chains: Ig H.L, TCR αβ γδ,  

TLRs, PGRPs,…  
•     
•      Nucleic acids  
•                 RNA 
•     Alternative splicing: e.g. SRCRs,PGRPs, FREPs, DSCAM,  
•  (Arthropods, Mollusks, Echinoderms, Urochordates, Vertebrates) 
•      Post transcriptional level: 185/333 (Echinoderms) 
 
•              DNA 

   Somatic rearrangement: Ig, TCR,VLR (combinatorial joining) 
(Vertebrates) 

 Somatic gene conversion: Ig Vertebrates.LRR Agnathans 
         Somatic mutations: Ig from sharks on. Mollusks? 
 
          Heavy chain class switch: From shark to mammals 
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 Selecting and maintaining a diverse T-cell repertoire 
 

One lymphocyte : one receptor. Allelic exclusion 





MHC origin 
Origin of the region 

 ancient linkage group with many 
gene relevant to immunity 

 
 Origin of the presenting 

molecules class I and class II 
 rather recent 



A model for the origin 
of MHC class I and class II

Flajnik et al

In the ancestors of Gnathosotomes 





The MHC region and associated 
immunologically relevant regions during 

evolution: 
All originally clustered together? 







(Loss of class II and associated genes, e.g. Cod, Pipefish)
 Biol Lett 2013 00 44.
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DuplicaWon,	Pre-jawless	fish	>520	mya	

DuplicaWon,	Pre-jawed	fish	>440	mya	

Igsf	C1	

Flajnik et al 
Fundamental 
Iimmunology, 5th ed  
in press

Amphioxus data suggest that human chromosome 9q34 paralogue has retained 
many ancestral  MHC linked genes(Abi-Rached et al, Nature Genetics 2002)



Suurväli J, Jouneau L, Thépot D, Grusea S, Pontarotti P, Du Pasquier L, 
 Rüütel Boudinot S, Boudinot P.J Immunol. 2014 Sep 15;193(6):2891-901 

The proto-MHC of placozoans, a region specialized in cellular stress and ubiquitination/proteasome pathways. 





Agnathan	?	Boehm’s	group	report	AAI	meeWng,	2010:	FoxN1,	VLRA	in	situ		

Courtesy	John	Horton	



The	thymus	in	mammals	



AnW-	CTX	mAb	staining	in	Xenopus	thymus	



Bajoghli	et	al.	2010	Nature,	in	press	



Bajoghli	et	al.	2010	Nature,	Nature 470, 90–94 (03 February 2011) 	



B Bajoghli et al. Nature 470, 90-94 (2011) doi:10.1038/nature09655 

Selection of VLRA-expressing lymphocytes in the thymoid? 

Apoptosis in the thymoid 



h"p://www.rikenresearch.riken.jp/eng/frontline/5028	

The	immune	system	of	a	gnathostome	vertebrate	



Take home message 1 

-Random generation of large repertoires of TCR and Ig makes selection necessary (autoimmunity to be avoided) 
 
-B cells selection takes place  in Bone Marrow or equivalent and in the periphery by clonal deletion  
and receptor editing (secondary rearrangements) and “anergization” 
 
-T cells expressing TCR and CD4+CD8+ in the thymus are submitted first  to positive selection (MHC binding otherwise apoptosis ) 
 commitment to classI (CD8) or II CD4 and then to negative selection (if too strong binding to MHC = apoptosis) 
 
-Central role of MHC and antigen presentation pathways 

 ClassI pathway  endogenous antigens  
 ClassII pathways exogeneous antigens 

 
 -Origin of MHC classI and II 
  ClassI and ClassII molecules only in gnathostomes vertebrates. 

 Their Ig domain of the same type as that of Ig and TCR: C1 types .  
 The origin of the peptide binding domain not elucidated 

 
 -MHC a large polymorphic genetic complex with several regions, some related to innate immunity 
 classI region with classi pathway related genes conserved in all species but mammals wher etranslocations have taken place   
 
-4 paralogous regions in human suggest a single mhc  backbone existed in species preceding vertebrates 
that then underwent two genome duplications. 
 -Backbone found in  Amphioxus,  Drosophila,Trichoplax.  
  In Trichoplax the simplest organism it contains genes that have to do with ubiquitination,  
proteasome activity, and cellular stress responses. Intrinsic immunity? 
 
-Thymus conserved across all vertebrates including in agnathans, where the mode of selection is still unknown 
 
 
 





Immunoglobulin gene organization in Vertebrates 



Somatic gene conversion 

Combinatorial rearrangement 

Immunoglobulin gene organization in Vertebrates 
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Immunoglobulin	isotypes	in	Vertebrates	

IgF 

Conservation 
Homology 

analogy    no analogy 

Convergence 

Switch 



Roux,	Kenneth	H.	et	al.	(1998)	
	Proc.	Natl.	Acad.	Sci.	USA	95,	11804-11809	



Heavy chain class switch 







Eur	J	Immunol.	2007	Oct;37(10):2683-94.)

Immunoglobulin light chains of Vertebrates

λ



TCR	gene	organizaWon	in	fish	and	human	



Take home message 2 
 

-In gnathostomes vertebrates Ig and  TCR loci are  homologous, although organized differently:  
 a)Translocon configuration in which many V genes are upstream of D and J segments to encode  

the complete variable domain of Ig or TCR  
  b)or clusters (VDJC) 
 
-They are also used  differently: 
    RAG dependnet Rearrangement  

 or AID dependent gene conversion  
-Light chain isotype numbers have been reduced in modern species. 
 
-Convergences are found between Chondrichthyes and Mammals  
that both can end up using monovalent Ig domains(NAR and camel IgG) 
 
-Homology among isotypes is not automatically going with analogy in function. 
 
-Heavy chain class switch can be obtained by unrelated convergent mechanisms  
in Chondricthyes and Tetrapods i.e. recombination vs loop excision 
 


